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West German Spokesmen Hit Zero Growth, 

Call For Responsibility Towards Third World 

Die Welt, lead editorial, "Order in the Energy Theme," 

Oct. 10: 

There are no limits to energy ... an industrial nation 
like the Federal Republic cannot adopt the continually 
propagandized standpoint that already achieved levels of 
prosperity can be maintained without additional energy 
and additional growth. This last thesis, propagated by 
the Left, means in essence nothing more than that the 
sated person has abnegated his responsibility towards 
the hungry by having eaten. 

In tl-te developing nations, half of the population is 
under 20 years old. These countries however, are not 
thinking of giving up further population growth. They 
argue that the rich industrial nations have arrived at 
their wealth because they are especially thickly 
populated and are able to generate large markets which 
demand continually growing production. The student is 
following in his teacher's footsteps - is that surprising? 
The result of this , however, will be that at the turn of the 
century, 6 billion people will populate the earth, all striv
ing for well-being. 

... In the face of these considerations, the theories of 
zero growth and of giving up nuclear energy are exposed. 
The Third World needs the assistance of the industrial 
nations, it needs modern technology, expanded know
how, nuclear power plants, and sun collectors, since a 
population which is doubling in size cannot be satisfied 
with conservation. 

For those to whom human obligation towards the Third 
World is not sufficient grounds; who feel it is unjust for 
the younger nations to develop through raw materials 
prices; these people should be convinced by uncorrupt
ible, calculable arguments. Raw materials prices will 
rise, if necessary because raw materials are becoming 
more scarce. However, in order to pay for them, foreign 
exchange must be earned by exporting other goods. 
Exports however are only possible if the older nations 
have grods to offer which the younger not only need, but 
also cannot yet produce themselves. 

Stuttgarter Zeitung, Stuttgart, Oct. 10: 

Commenting on U.S. Energy Secretary James Schles
inger's recent trip to Brussels and West Germany: 

... the American government is fighting the Senate 
over its energy program, so no wonder Schlesinger is 
painting things in such dark colors ... one should take 
Schlesinger's warnings seriously and set up the energy 
debate on a broad basis ... perhaps industrial nations can 
conserve, but the 2 billion people in the developing 
countries who expect a better life, will need an un
imaginable amount of energy ... therefore industrial 
countries must increase their investment in energy 
supplies." 

W. German Christian Democrats 
On Energy 

On Oct. 11 and 12, the West German Christian 
Democratic Union held a special congress on nuclear 
energy in Hannover. CDU Chairman Helmut Kohl set the 
tone for the meeting in his opening speech, which 
denounced environmentalists as "the real reaction
aries. " 

Kurt Riesenhuber, CDU energy spokesman in the West 
German Parliament, commented on the energy fight in 
the U.S., that since it looks like President Carter's 
energy program will be defeated, the U.S. nuclear in
dustry will be in strong shape to take on all international 
competitors, even West German nuclear companies. 
Therefore, West German companies need all the support 
they can get, and environmental restrictions should be 
removed. 

Gerhard Stoltenberg, leading spokesman for the 
CDU's industrial supporters demanded during the 
conference that "court permission for reactors be de
coupled from the question of waste disposal." Stolten
berg's demand is an attack on environmentalism, since 
antigrowth "Citizens' Initiatives" have used the absence 
of a nuclear waste disposal facility to win court cases 
postponing construction of nuclear reactors. 

A Survey of Franco-German Energy Deals, Sept. 1 - Oct. 5 

Sept. 2: The West German consortium of fission power 
plant contractors, DWK, announces that it will build a 
2.5 million mark ($1 billion) nuclear waste 
reprocessing plant in northern France, in cooperation 
with the French government. In return for con
structing and financing the plant, the West Germans 
will be allowed to reprocess 1, GOO tons of nuclear 
waste per year. This agreement removes the en
vironmentalist objections to West German nuclear 
energy that were based on West Germany's present 
limited waste reprocessing capacity. The French 
government also announces French nuclear con
struction engineers will aid West German con
struction firms in building the first permanent 
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nuclear waste disposal plant in Gorleben, West 
Germany 

Sept. 6: At the Chemi '77 trade fair in Moscow, the Soviet 
government offers petrochemical deals totaling 5 to 10 
billion marks ($2 to 4 billion) for West German plants 
and equipment for the Tjumen oil field in Siberia. An 
order for a 1.2 billion marks ($460 million) aluminum 
factory from West German suppliers was also 
discussed at the trade fair. 

Sept. 8: The West German government confirms that an 
additional 10 billion marks ($4 billion) worth of orders 
for West German firms have occurred since the 
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original order to West German firms came through 
for the Soviet Union's large steel complex at Kursk. 

Sept. 13: The Deutsche Bank, West Germany's largest, 
announces that it will lead a consortium of 15 other 
West German banks in lending ENI, the Italian state
owned oil company, 460 million marks ($180 million) 
for energy production outside of Italy. 

Sept. 15: Mannesmann, the West German steel company 
which is the world's largest producer of large
diameter pipe, announces that the Soviet Union has 
given it an order for 200,000 tons of large-diameter 
pipe. 

Sept. 2'1: The West German financial daily HandeJsbJatt 
reports France has initiated a program for mining 
uranium in Niger with West German financial 
backing. The program will be mining 8,000 tons of 
uranium by 1985. 

Sept. 26: West German Economics Minister Friedrichs 
signs an agreement with the Algerian state energy 
company Sonatrach for 4 billion cubic meters of 
natural gas for West Germany over a period of 20 
years, beginning in 1984. The West German firms 
Salzgitter Gas, Ruhrgas, and the Dutch firm Gas Unie 
will participate in marketing the gas. 

Algeria indicates to West Germany that it is willing 
to pay for a nuclear reactor it is considering purchas
ing from West Germany with uranium. 

Sept. 29: Japanese utility companies and French 
nuclear firm Cogema contract an agreement for 1,600 
tons of Japanese spent fuel to be reprocessed in 
France at the La Hague facilities beginning in 1985. 

Sept. 30: During French Premier Barre's trip to the 
Soviet Union, the two countries decide to share 
technical information on the reprocessing of fuel. The 
prospects of the French buying natural uranium from 
the USSR are being studied. 

Oct. 5: The West German state of Rhineland-Palatinate 
plans include two nuclear power plants in its state 
energy program. The West German state of Bavaria 
also announces that of the 12 new power plants in its 
state energy program, it is keeping to its early plan in 
which at least two of the power plants will be nuclear. 

France concludes an agreement with Iran for the 
purchase of two nuclear power plants, and four more 
are being negotiated. The total worth of the deal, 
which will include the training of 600 Iranian 
technicians in France, is 15 billion Francs (ap
proximately $3 billion) . That amount breaks down as 
follows: Creusot Loire and Framatome will receive 4 
billion francs for providing the core of the reactor; 
Altshom-Atlantique, 3 billion francs for Turbo
alternators; SPIE Batignolles, 4 billion francs for 
infrastructure and engineering; and Cogema, a 
subsidiary of the French Atomic Energy Commission 
(CEA) will receive 3.5 billion francs for the supply of 
uranium fuel. 
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